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Space Sailing 



Properties of light  

Reference - Space Sailing by Jerome L. Wright, Gordon 
and Breach Science Publishers 1994 



Properties of light, cont’d  



Properties of light, cont’d  



Light Force on a Sail 



Light Force on a Sail, cont’d 
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Sail acceleration 



Sail Concepts 





http://www.space.com/26488-solar-sails-could-beat-the-
rocket-equation-
animation.html#ooid=pjY2V5cDpVU5cY3qPtYv3wNXstzeS
AWW 



NanoSail-D, Jan 2011 



A Recent Private Effort – Cosmos 1 



Mass Estimates 



An Ultralight Concept 



Payload Fraction 



Earth to Moon 



Mm - Megameters 

Earth Escape 



Mission to L2 – PhD thesis Sun Hur 1992 

Gravitational potential 



Feasible Trajectory 





Mission Toward the Sun 



Missions to the Planets 



Missions to the Planets – Cont’d 



Mission example - levitated orbit 



Mission example - solar watchers 



Microwave Thrust 



Mission example - interstellar fly-by 

GW - Gigawatts 



Mission example - one-way 
interstellar flight 

TW - Terawatts 



Mission example 
round-trip 

interstellar flight 



Breakthrough – Starshot - 2017 

Use a Gigawatt scale laser to 
accelerate a 1 gram nano-sized 
spacecraft to 20% of the speed 
of light. 

Reach the Alpha Centauri 
system 4.37 light years away in 
20 years. 

The StarChip – camera, photon 
thruster, power, navigation and 
communication. 

The LightSail – several meters in 
diameter, only a few hundred 
atoms thick. 

The LightBeamer – 100 Gigawatt 
laser tuned to maximize 
reflectivity from the sail. 



The plan 



What would it take to reach the speed of light in a few minutes? 

Spacecraft mass = 0.001 kg
Acceleration time to c/3 = 1000 sec
Final speed = 108  m/sec
Acceleration = 105m/sec2

Force = 102  kg-m/sec2

Sail Area = 10 m2

Required light pressure 

Wdissipated = 1.5 ×10
4 J / sec

The LightBeamer – 100 Gigawatt laser tuned to 
maximize reflectivity from the sail. 

How much power does the sail have to dissipate? Assume 99.999% of the incident 
energy is reflected by the sail. 

P = 2W
c

= 10 N /m2

W = 1.5 ×109 J /m2 − sec

How fast will the sail heat up? Assume the heat capacity of water (very 
conservative – for metals C is much lower). C=4.184 J/K 

Wdissipated = 1.5 ×10
4 J / sec = C dT

dt
dT
dt

= 3.58 ×103K / sec

How far away is the spacecraft at the end of the acceleration? 

r = a t
2

2

= 0.5 ×105 ×106 = 5 ×1010m = 0.33AU


